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Abstract
Recent developments in the observation and modeling of kink oscillations of coronal loops have led to heightened
interest over the last few years. The modiﬁcation of the Transverse Density Proﬁle (TDP) of oscillating coronal
loops by nonlinear effects, particularly the Kelvin–Helmholtz Instability (KHI), is investigated. How this evolution
may be detected is established, in particular, when the KHI vortices may not be observed directly. A model for the
loop’s TDP is used that includes a ﬁnite inhomogeneous layer and homogeneous core, with a linear transition
between them. The evolution of the loop’s transverse intensity proﬁle from numerical simulations of kink
oscillations is analyzed. Bayesian inference and forward modeling techniques are applied to infer the evolution of
the TDP from the intensity proﬁles, in a manner that may be applied to observations. The strongest observational
evidence for the development of the KHI is found to be a widening of the loop’s inhomogeneous layer, which may
be inferred for sufﬁciently well resolved loops, i.e., >15 data points across the loop. The main signatures when
observing the core of the loop (for this speciﬁc loop model) during the oscillation are a widening inhomogeneous
layer, decreasing intensity, an unchanged radius, and visible ﬁne transverse structuring when the resolution is
sufﬁcient. The appearance of these signatures are delayed for loops with wider inhomogeneous layers, and quicker
for loops oscillating at higher amplitudes. These cases should also result in stronger observational signatures, with
visible transverse structuring appearing for wide loops observed at the resolution of current instruments.
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1. Introduction
Kink (or transverse) oscillations of coronal loops have been
intensively studied over the last two decades since their detection
with the Transition Region And Coronal Explorer (Handy
et al. 1999) in 1999 (Aschwanden et al. 1999; Nakariakov
et al. 1999). Many examples of standing kink modes have been
clearly observed (e.g., White & Verwichte 2012; Goddard
et al. 2016; Sarkar et al. 2016; Li et al. 2017) with the enhanced
spatial and temporal resolution of the Atmospheric Imaging
Assembly (AIA) on board the Solar Dynamics Observatory
(SDO; Lemen et al. 2012). The accepted mechanism for the
rapid damping of these oscillations is resonant absorption (e.g.,
the recent review by De Moortel et al. 2016).
Kink oscillations can be used to perform seismology and obtain
estimates for the local plasma parameters (e.g., Nakariakov &
Ofman 2001; De Moortel & Nakariakov 2012; Verwichte
et al. 2013), which can aid studies of other processes in the Suns
atmosphere. Recently in Pascoe et al. (2016, 2017a) this approach
was updated to include the proposed Gaussian and exponential
damping regimes (Hood et al. 2013; Pascoe et al. 2013), which
makes the inversion problem well posed when the switch between
the two regimes can be observed. This is based on a simpliﬁed
model of the Transverse Density Proﬁle (TDP) of the loop,
described by a uniform core with an inhomogeneous layer where
the density varies linearly between the background and internal
density. This analytic description is also subject to the thin
boundary layer approximation, which has been shown to vary the
damping rates due to resonant absorption by a factor of 2 for thick
nonuniform layers (Van Doorsselaere et al. 2004).
An agreement between the seismologically determined TDP
and the TDP inferred from the transverse intensity proﬁle was
found in Pascoe et al. (2017b). This was extended in Goddard
et al. (2017) to perform a statistical study of the TDPs of 233
coronal loops. In many cases there was evidence for a Gaussian
TDP, or thick linear inhomogeneous layer. The Bayesian
inference approach allows the different density proﬁles to be
quantitatively compared, and also allows robust estimation of
the uncertainties of the model parameters. This study indicated
that loops may have thicker boundary layers than is typically
assumed, or even constantly varying TDPs, subject to the
limitations and simpliﬁcations discussed. Additionally, in
Pascoe et al. (2018) this technique was applied to an oscillating
coronal loop to infer the time evolution of the density proﬁle
model parameters.
Seismological studies assume that the TDP of the loop
remains constant during the oscillations, making it important to
understand any changes that do occur. There are many effects
and nonlinear mechanisms that can cause the TDP to vary,
which will in turn modify the observed damping behavior.
Large amplitude kink waves have been shown to produce
plasma ﬂows along the ﬁeld, and the ponderomotive force can
cause accumulation of density at the loop top (e.g., Terradas &
Ofman 2004; Clack & Ballai 2009; Vasheghani Farahani et al.
2012). The effect of a time-varying cross-section was recently
investigated analytically in Ruderman et al. (2017). In Goddard
& Nakariakov (2016) it was observed that the quality factor
of kink oscillations decreases as the oscillation amplitude
increases, indicating that ﬁnite amplitude effects are playing
some role in modifying the damping time and/or period. This
could be due to effects that modify the structure of the loop at
high amplitudes. A qualitatively similar dependence was found
in Magyar & Van Doorsselaere (2016a), where nonlinear
effects such as the growth of the Kelvin–Helmholtz instability
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(KHI) were found to modify the damping proﬁle of the kink
mode at high amplitudes.
The Kelvin–Helmholtz instability (KHI; Browning &
Priest 1984; Ofman et al. 1994) has been shown to occur in
numerical simulations within the inhomogeneous layer of
oscillating loops or prominences due to the shear ﬂows,
redistributing both the density and temperature of the plasma
(e.g., Terradas et al. 2008; Soler et al. 2010; Antolin et al. 2014). In
particular, Antolin et al. (2016, 2017) included forward modeled
EUV emission from a loop subject to the KHI instability, noting
how the oscillation can appear decayless under certain circum-
stances, and how seismology can be performed based on the phase
mixing that takes place. The loop’s structure can also evolve
during oscillations if they contain unresolved substructure or
multithreadedness. Recently, Magyar & Van Doorsselaere (2016b)
showed that transverse oscillations in loops with substructure cause
the strands to merge and produce a more homogeneous density
structure. The KHI vortices generated in these simulations are
often referred to as Transverse Wave Induced KHI (TWIKH) rolls.
In this paper, the technique used in Pascoe et al. (2017b, 2018)
and Goddard et al. (2017) is applied to forward modeled EUV
emission from numerical simulations of kink oscillations (Antolin
et al. 2017). In contrast to Antolin et al. (2017), the effect of the
development of KHI on the parameters of a TDP model inferred
from the EUV emission is investigated. The variation of the
parameters may be detected even when the resolution is not
sufﬁcient to resolve the complex substructure generated by the
TWIKH rolls. In addition, simulations with a larger amplitude of
oscillation, and a loop with a larger inhomogeneous layer are
analyzed and compared. In Section 2, the numerical models and
data are described. In Section 3, the analysis is described and the
effects of resolution and noise are explored. The obtained temporal
evolution is presented in Sections 4 and 5, and further discussion
and summary are given in Section 6.
2. Numerical Data
2.1. Loop Model
The numerical data analyzed is based on the modeling by
Antolin et al. (2016, 2017). One of the same simulations is used,
presented as Model 1 in Antolin et al. (2017), which will be
called M1. The parameters of this model are given in Table 1.
The numerical model used is a straight loop in MHD
equilibrium. The magnetic ﬁeld is uniform throughout the
domain at 22.8 G and the loop has a temperature of 1MK, cooler
that the background plasma by a factor of 3. To maintain
pressure balance, the density in the loop is 2.5×10−15 g cm−3,
three times the external density. A smooth transition layer
connects the internal plasma with the external plasma (see
Figure 1). At time t=0 a velocity perturbation mimicking
the fundamental kink mode, with longitudinal wavenumber
kR R L 0.015p= » (where R is the loop’s minor radius and
L is the length of the loop) is applied to the loop along the
x-direction. This has a velocity amplitude of 15» km s−1 in the
case of M1 (leading to a displacement of A R0.40 » ).
The numerical scheme is the CIP-MOCCT code (Kudoh &
Shibata 1999), and solves the MHD equations of mass
conservation, momentum, magnetic ﬁeld induction, and energy
(for an ideal fully ionized plasma), excluding gravity, radiative
cooling and thermal conduction. The simulation is close to
ideal with no explicit resistivity or viscosity. The numerical
box is 512 256 50´ ´ grid points in the x y, , and z directions,
respectively. Due to the symmetric properties of the kink mode,
only half of the plane in y and half of the loop are modeled
(from z= 0 to z R100= ). Symmetric boundary conditions are
set in y and z, for x periodic boundary conditions are imposed.
In order to minimize the inﬂuence from side boundary
conditions (along x and y), the spatial grids in x and y are
nonuniform with exponentially increasing values for distances
beyond the maximum displacement. The maximum distance
from the center in x and y is R16» . The spatial resolution at the
loop’s location is R0.0156 15.6= km. From a parameter
study, the effective Reynolds and Lundquist numbers in the
code are estimated to be of the order of 104–105 (Antolin
et al. 2015). The temporal variation in temperature in these
models is therefore mostly due to adiabatic effects. For further
numerical details, see Antolin et al. (2017) and references
therein.
Table 1
Parameter Values for M1, M2, and M3
Parameter M1 M2 M3
m0.5 10 g cmp0
9 3r ´ -( ( ) 3
e0r r 3
T MK0 ( ) 1
T Te0 1/3
B Be0 1
ò 0.32 0.64 0.32




Figure 1. Initial density and temperature proﬁle of the loop in models M1 and
M3 (dotted and dashed respectively) and an approximation of the density
proﬁle using Model L (solid red). The x axis is given as the radial coordinate r
divided by the loop minor radius R, deﬁned to occur halfway though the loop’s
inhomogeneous layer. The ﬁt shown by the red line gives a value for the width
of the inhomogeneous layer of ò=0.32.
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The loop model used corresponds to a cool and dense loop,
in hotter rareﬁed surroundings. It is unknown how well this
model applies to the dense, largely isothermal loops typically
detected with EUV imagers at 171Å due to the difﬁculty in
deﬁning the temperature of the ambient background, and the
variation between active regions. Also, the magnetic ﬁeld
strength of neighboring ﬁeld lines is taken to be constant,
which is not necessarily the case and would change the
requirements for pressure balance across the loop. Since the
same forward modeling and Bayesian inference technique used
on observations in previous studies is used here, the linear
transition layer model is applied to approximate the actual
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where r R 1 2L1 = -( ), r R 1 2L2 = +( ), and l RL = is
the transition layer width l normalized to the minor radius RL
and deﬁned to be in the range 0, 2 Î [ ]. Finally, A is the
density enhancement, A e0r r= - . In our analysis, A will be
normalized since it does not reﬂect the absolute value of the
density contrast discussed further in Section 3. The ﬁtting of
the original density proﬁle with model L is shown in Figure 1,
this gives the values of ò given in Table 1.
Two additional models are considered, M2 and M3. In M2
the effect of changing the width of the inhomogeneous layer is
investigated, the parameters are consistent with those given for
M1, but with twice the layer width (ò). In M3, the effect of
changing the amplitude of the oscillation is investigated, the
parameters are consistent with those given for M1, but with
double the value of the initial amplitude (A0).
2.2. TD Maps
The numerical data is provided as a Time–Distance (TD)
map that has been forward modeled to EUV emission from the
171Å AIA channel in the same manner as described in Antolin
et al. (2017). The original size of the numerical data is
512 pixels in the direction across the loop, and in the vicinity of
the loop one pixel corresponds to 15.6km. In the plotted TD
maps one time-step on the temporal axis corresponds to 6.96 s.
However, the model can be considered as scale-free for the
analysis presented here, and so spatial coordinates will be given
in terms of pixels, and temporal coordinates will be given
normalized to the oscillatory period of the loop, 255 s.
This spatial domain is reduced to 256 (M1), 256 (M2), and
296 (M3) to avoid unnecessary pixels around the loop being
included, increasing the run time of the Bayesian inference.
The data is then interpolated to lower spatial resolutions for
analysis, corresponding to 128 (R1) and 32 (R2) pixels in the
spatial plane of the TD map. The actual loop minor radius
(determined from the density proﬁle) R is 32 px at R1 and 8 px
at R2 when the TDP is ﬁt directly with model L. R2
corresponds to a loop with an apparent minor radius (when
estimated from the intensity proﬁle) of ≈5Mm if it was
observed with AIA (where one pixel is 0.6 arcsec, and the
effect of LOS integration and the point-spread function (PSF) is
included). This is similar to the example analyzed in Pascoe
et al. (2017b), which had an apparent radius of 4.5 Mm. R1
corresponds to an unrealistically wide loop at AIA resolution
(the observed radius would be ≈20Mm); however, it allows us
to explore the effect that the higher spatial resolution has on the
results, and also what may be observed with higher resolution
instruments in the future (i.e., increased pixel count across the
loop). The TD maps are left unchanged in the temporal
coordinate.
Noise is added to the TD maps to simulate noise in the EUV
intensity data from imaging instruments. The noise, which is a
function of the intensity, is generated according to the equation
td i td i N




´ ´ + +
[ ] [ ]
( ) ( [ ] ( )) ( )
where N is the noise, tdN is the TD map with the added noise,
td0 is the original TD map intensity, and i[ ] denotes a particular
pixel. A level of background intensity is also added (BG). N is
given by N = AN×Rnd, where AN is used to prescribe the
amplitude of the noise and Rnd is a randomly generated
number from a Poisson distribution.
Finally, the effect of the instrumental PSF of the 171Å AIA
channel (Grigis et al. 2013) is approximated by smoothing the
TD map in the spatial coordinate with a Gaussian. The
Gaussian width used is σ = 1.019 pix. This is kept constant at
the different spatial resolutions used for simplicity. Other
effects that may vary the resolving power of an EUV imaging
instrument are neglected.
In Figure 2, the TD maps corresponding to M1, M2, and M3
are plotted at the original spatial resolution of the simulation. In
the top panel, the disruption and ﬁne structuring of the initially
homogeneous intensity proﬁle is seen to occur as the KHI
instability develops from around t≈2P, where P is the period
of the kink oscillation. The second panel is M2, where the onset
of the KHI is delayed by the larger inhomogeneous layer. This
occurs despite the enhanced efﬁciency of the resonant
absorption, as the less steep initial density gradient increases
the phase mixing timescale, meaning it takes longer for sharp
gradients in density and velocity to develop (e.g., Uchimoto
et al. 1991; Pagano & De Moortel 2017; Terradas et al. 2017).
The growth time of the KHI is therefore reduced until later in
the simulation, t≈3P. M3 is shown in the lower panel. The
KHI instability develops at t≈1P, and by the ﬁnal frame the
loop is the most disrupted out of the three simulations, due to
the higher oscillation amplitude generating the KHI more
efﬁciently. An exploration of the effect of oscillation amplitude
on the development of the KHI instability was made in Magyar
& Van Doorsselaere (2016a).
It should be noted that M2 and M3 have approximately half
the oscillation cycles of M1 as the generated spatial scales are
on the order of the grid size beyond this time. The large
energies of the vortices at these scales would require additional
treatment to ensure that the code remains numerically stable,
meaning that the results would not be directly comparable
between the different models, and is beyond the scope of
this work.
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3. Intensity Proﬁle Fitting
Recently, there have been several studies related to kink
oscillations that have used the Bayesian methodology (e.g.,
Arregui & Asensio Ramos 2011; Arregui et al. 2015; Montes-
Solís & Arregui 2017). Arregui (2018) also produced a review
of coronal seismology using Bayesian analysis. The same
Bayesian inference and MCMC sampling approach is used, as
previously applied to obtain the TDPs of coronal loops in
Pascoe et al. (2017b), Goddard et al. (2017), and the evolution
over time in Pascoe et al. (2018). This approach allows robust
estimation of the uncertainties on the inferred parameters,
clearly identiﬁes redundant parameters, and allows quantitative
model comparison to be performed. This procedure is well
suited to analyzing the numerical data presented here to
determine what features of the density proﬁle evolution can be
detected for oscillating loops observed with SDO/AIA and
future EUV imagers that better resolved the transverse structure
of coronal loops.
Model L (the linear transition layer model) for the density
proﬁle will be used, as given in Equation (1). Pascoe et al.
(2018) considered seven different TDPs that have been used to
describe coronal loops and demonstrated that the linear
transition layer proﬁle described the widest range of possible
structures, being able to approximate homogeneous, partially
inhomogeneous and completely inhomogeneous density pro-
ﬁles. The loop in the numerical modeling was not isothermal,
and as such the cooler core is well seen at the 171Å channel,
and the hot boundary is better seen in a hotter channel. The
transverse intensity proﬁle therefore becomes double peaked in
the hotter channel (see Antolin et al. 2017), and is not suitable
for this analysis (where an isothermal approximation is made).
However, it was noted in Antolin et al. (2017) that the structure
in the hotter channel may appear homogeneous at very low
resolutions, but at such low resolutions there are not enough
data points across the loop to infer meaningful information
about the transverse structure. Often nonﬂaring loops observed
at 171Å appear to be relatively isothermal, and as such are not
seen well in other channels (e.g., Aschwanden & Boerner 2011;
Goddard et al. 2017). The analysis is restricted to the simulated
emission at 171Å.
The intensity proﬁle is forward modeled from the density
proﬁle as described in the previous studies, using a cylindrical
cross-section, an approximation of the PSF of the given AIA
channel (Å), and an isothermal approximation. The same
Bayesian inference procedure is then performed to obtain
Maximum A posteriori Probability (MAP) values and their
uncertainties (the 95% credible interval) for the parameters of
Model L from the numerical TD map. In principle, this could
be performed with least-squares ﬁtting; however, the estimation
of the parameter uncertainties would be less robust and it would
give no information about parameter redundancy.
It is important to note that the values of A that are obtained
do not relate to the actual density enhancement, since the
intensity proﬁles are normalized, and an arbitrary level of
background intensity is added before the analysis that follows.
The intensity contrast is also affected by the LOS depth over
which the EUV emission is integrated. When analyzing
numerical data for which the size of the numerical domain is
known it is possible to recover the actual density contrast.
However, this is not generally applicable to observations for
which the integration depth is unknown.
In the top left of Figure 3 the transverse intensity proﬁle of
the loop for M1, at resolution R1, at t=0 is shown. No noise
has been added, but the approximation of the instrumental PSF
has been applied. The background contour plot corresponds to
the normalized predictive posterior probability density for each
data point, i.e., how likely it is that the data point will lie in a
certain position given the corresponding model parameters. The
other two panels show the posterior probability density for
RL/R (the inferred radius normalized by the actual radius) and ò
from model L, also at t=0. It can be seen that despite working
backward from the intensity proﬁle with the PSF applied, and
the isothermal approximation, the obtained value of ò is
Figure 2. Low amplitude (M1), large inhomogeneous layer (M2) and high
amplitude (M3) TD maps (top to bottom) at 171 Å forward modeled from
numerical simulations of oscillating coronal loops. The horizontal axis is time
normalized to the period of the kink oscillation, P. The vertical axis
corresponds to distance across the loop in numerical pixels.
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sufﬁciently close to the values obtained from direct ﬁtting of
the density proﬁle (0.32). The dashed lines correspond to the
credible intervals for the MAP value for that parameter (dotted
line). The obtained value of RL/R is 5% less than 1, showing
that the radius is slightly underestimated because only the
plasma that emits in the 171Å channel is analyzed.
3.1. Resolution Test
The effect of lowering the resolution of the numerical data
before analysis on the inferred value of ò is tested. Since the
171Å AIA PSF applied remains ﬁxed, it is more appropriate to
phrase this in terms of the reduction of the loop’s minor radius,
R (or the inferred value RL), resulting in a lower number of
points across the loop’s transverse intensity proﬁle. The
normalized density contrast in the density proﬁle model, A,
cannot be compared to the actual density contrast so its
dependence on RL is not included. In Figure 4, the inferred
value of ò and its credible interval are plotted as a function of
RL, for seven different values of “downsampling” of the data.
The ﬁtted value of ò from the actual density proﬁle is
overplotted (dashed line). There is a systematic negative offset
from the actual value of ò, which is expected due to the
isothermal approximation made in the forward modeling
method. In the context of real observations, however, this
offset is negligible. The bigger effect is the divergence
that occurs for the two lowest values of RL tested.
Unfortunately, the uncertainties obtained are not large enough
to account for the offset. The important factor in the accuracy
of the method is the number of data points across the
inhomogeneous layer, the small inhomogeneous layer used
represents the lower limit of where this method is applicable.
In Figure 4, the two vertical dotted lines correspond to the
chosen resolutions R1 and R2, where RL=29 and 7, or
R=32 and 8. This offset between the inferred and actual
minor radius of the loop comes from the isothermal approx-
imation made in the forward modeling. R1 tests future high
resolution data, or unrealistically wide loops observed with
AIA, R2 represents AIA resolution when observing sufﬁciently
wide coronal loops with a ﬁtted radius (of the density proﬁle)
of RL » 10 pixels (4.5 Mm) (see Pascoe et al. 2017b).
3.2. Noise Test
The effect of varying AN, which determines the amplitude of
the noise N in Equation (2) was tested. There is little effect on
the inferred values of ò, A and RL, but a large increase in the
uncertainty (95% credible interval). This increase in the
uncertainty was greater for ò, showing that the details of the
TDP may become masked to the method used at higher noise
levels. Loops with larger inhomogeneous layers would be less
affected by this.
4. Time Evolution—M1
The time–distance maps for M1 at R1 and R2 are shown in
Figure 5. The added noise, reduced spatial resolution, and
Gaussian blur from the PSF mask the effect of the TWIKH rolls
in the TD maps, particularly in the later case. Hence it is
important to determine what signatures of the TDP evolution of
the loop are obtained when the TWIKH rolls cannot be
resolved. Even the lower resolution R2 is actually a rare
scenario in current EUV observations in terms of the number of
points across the loop, as loops this wide are normally made up
of a small number of visible strands/threads.
4.1. Snapshot Comparison
The intensity proﬁle for the initial and ﬁnal frames of the M1
TD map are compared. In observations, the loop may not be in
equilibrium, and as such any long-term variation would have to
be accounted for to obtain the evolution due to the oscillation
only. The initial and ﬁnal proﬁles for Model 1 at the full
resolution of the simulation are plotted in the top two panels of
Figure 6. The middle two panels are the same but with the
added noise and resolution R1, and the bottom two panels are
Figure 3. Initial intensity proﬁle for M1 (top left) at spatial resolution R1, with the normalized posterior probability for each point plotted in the background. The other
panels show the probability density for two parameters of density proﬁle model L, the radius (RL/R), and layer width (ò), corresponding to the intensity proﬁle on the
left. The radius has been normalized by the actual radius used in the simulation. The two dashed lines correspond to the upper and lower 95% conﬁdence intervals and
the dotted line corresponds to the Maximum A posteriori Probability (MAP) values of the parameters.
Figure 4.MAP value of ò and its uncertainty plotted as a function of the radius
RL obtained from Model L and the transverse intensity proﬁle for M1. The
vertical dotted lines correspond to R1 and R2, the resolutions used in the time
series ﬁtting.
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at R2. The ﬁrst column highlights the effect the lower
resolution and noise have on the initial intensity proﬁles of
the loop. The second column shows how the intensity proﬁle
has been disrupted by the KHI vortices, and also how the noise
and reduced resolution can mask the peaks in the intensity
proﬁle that appear. At the lower resolution the individual peaks
are not resolved and the intensity proﬁle merely appears
slightly asymmetric.
4.2. Time Series
The above comparison is now extended to produce time
series for the TDP parameters of interest. This is done by
applying the forward modeling approach to each intensity
proﬁle from the TD maps.
In the left panels of Figure 7, the time series for A, RL/R, and
ò are plotted for M1 at R1. The normalization factor R is the
actual minor radius at the beginning of the simulation and does
not change over time. The overplotted dashed lines correspond
to ﬁts of the trends, which are linear ﬁts with two sections, one
with a gradient of zero and one with the gradient as a free
parameter. This allows the general long timescale behavior of a
given parameter during the oscillation to be approximated.
Both RL and A time series exhibit oscillations due to the
disruption of the loop cross-section by the transverse waves
and the induced TWIKH rolls. In addition to this, background
trends are detected. In agreement with the results in Antolin
et al. (2017), A is found to decrease once the TWIKH rolls and
turbulence begin at t ≈ 2P. However, the increase of the loop
width previously detected is not present here. This is due to our
use of Model L for the density proﬁle, which allows the density
enhancement (A) and the width of the inhomogeneous layer (ò)
to be decoupled from the radius (RL). Hence a large increase in
the value of ò with time is detected, varying from 0.28 to 0.6 at
the end of the time series.
In the right panels of Figure 7 the same data is analyzed at
R2. The inferred values are as above but with larger
uncertainties, and more noise in the time series itself. This
shows that the reduced spatial resolution does not change the
inferred values of the TDP parameters signiﬁcantly, as
expected from the tests in Section 3.2. Some of the ﬁne
structure in the time series would have been reduced by
integrating in time to a more realistic cadence, similar to that of
AIA, meaning real observations may appear less noisy than the
time series presented here.
5. Time Evolution—M2 and M3
5.1. M2
Analyzing M2 allows the effect of a larger inhomogeneous
layer to be compared to the results obtained for M1. The TD
map for M2 at R2 is shown in Figure 8. It can be seen that the
effects of the TWIKH rolls are delayed until t ≈ 3 P. This was
discussed in Section 2.2. An exploration of the effect of the
width of the inhomogeneous layer on the development of the
KHI instability was made in Magyar & Van Doorsselaere
(2016a). Once the KHI is generated visual inspection of the TD
map shows a drop in intensity as well as an apparent
broadening of the loop. Some high frequency time variation
is apparent, as in M1 at R2, due to out of phase TWIKH rolls
being integrated together spatially. In observations the time
span would be extended beyond the TD map shown here, and
stronger disruption of the loop should be evident.
The ﬁnal intensity proﬁle for Model 2 at the full resolution is
plotted in the second panel of Figure 8. Sharper intensity (and
therefore temperature and density) gradients are formed
compared to M1, despite the onset of the KHI being delayed.
In the bottom panel it is shown at R2. At the lower resolution
the individual peaks are not resolved and the intensity proﬁle
merely appears slightly asymmetric, as seen for M1.
The time series of the density proﬁle parameters for model
M2 (Figure 9) exhibit similar oscillations to M1. This shows
that this effect is largely due to the transverse oscillation, as the
TWIKH rolls develop later in the case of M2. After KHI onset,
the parameters increase and decrease in similar ways; however,
this effect is delayed until t ≈ 3P, shortly before the end of the
time series. The increase in the inferred value of ò is large,
increasing from 0.5 to 1.0 at the end of the time series. A, the
normalized density enhancement, decreases by ≈15%. The
radius RL is caused to vary, but not in a systematic manner. In
observations, which sometimes display more cycles of
oscillation than are analyzed here (see Goddard et al. 2016),
and the dominance of large inhomogeneous layers found in
Goddard et al. (2017), it can be postulated that the observa-
tional signature shown here should often be stronger in
observations.
5.2. M3
Analyzing M3 allows the effect of a larger oscillation
amplitude to be compared to the results obtained for M1 and
M2. The TD map for M3 at R2 is shown in Figure 10. The
Figure 5. TD maps for M1 at resolutions R1 and R2. The overplotted green lines correspond to the MAP value of the loop center position at each time. The left
column corresponds to resolution R1 (R = 32 pixels) and the right column to a four times lower resolution, R2 (R = 8 pixels).
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effects of the TWIKH rolls appear at t≈1P. Some high
frequency time variation is apparent, as in M1 and M2, due to
out of phase TWIKH rolls being integrated together spatially.
The disruption of the loop by the KHI is clear, even at the
resolution R2. From visual inspection of the TD map there is a
strong reduction of the intensity and disruption of the
transverse structure. The many TWIKH rolls visible in
Figure 5 appear as two or three slightly out of phase larger
strands within the loop.
The initial and ﬁnal proﬁles for M3 at the full resolution are
plotted in the top panels of Figure 10. From the bottom left
panel, it is clear that the higher oscillation amplitude has
created the strongest transverse intensity variation across the
loop and the sharpest gradients. In the bottom right, the
individual peaks are just resolved at R2 and the intensity proﬁle
is starting to become badly approximated by the TDP model,
evident from the much more spread posterior probability for
each data point.
The time series of the density proﬁle parameters for model
M3, shown in Figure 11, include higher amplitude oscillations
than M1 and M2, due to the higher oscillation amplitude. This
again shows that this effect is due to the transverse oscillation.
In addition, the parameters vary in similar ways; however, here
this begins after t ≈ 1 P. A small decrease in the radius is
detected, due to the intensity proﬁle becoming badly modeled
by the intensity forward modeled from the density proﬁle. The
Figure 6. Top row: initial transverse loop intensity proﬁle for M1 at the original resolution of the simulation, and the ﬁnal intensity proﬁle. Middle row: the initial and
ﬁnal intensity proﬁles at R1 with simulated noise and the PSF applied and the normalized posterior probability for each point plotted in the background. Bottom row:
as above but for R2.
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increase in the inferred value of ò is large, increasing from 0.5
to 1.0 at the end of the time series. The decrease in the
normalized density enhancement A is also large, from 0.08 to
0.05, or 40%.
The credible intervals of the TDP parameters are much larger
for M3, particularly for ò, which becomes ill-constrained by the
Bayesian inference during the development of the KHI. This is
due to the strong intensity peaks from the TWIKH rolls not
being ﬁt by the forward modeled intensity proﬁle. This does
not pose an issue for the detection of the evolution of coronal
loop TDPs, as the effects are clearly observed in the TD map
itself in this case.
As mentioned above, large inhomogeneous layers are
expected in a signiﬁcant fraction of coronal loops, and
oscillation amplitudes are often comparable to the amplitude
in M3. It can be expected that if the KHI is generated as
efﬁciently as in these simulations, strong evolution of the TDP
of some oscillating coronal loops should be detected, even with
current imaging instruments.
6. Discussion
The main purpose of this study is to describe the inferred
evolution of the loop’s TDP caused by nonlinear effects
that occur during kink oscillations (largely due to the KHI
Figure 7. Time series of MAP values of RL/R (the inferred loop radius normalized by the actual radius), normalized A (the normalized density enhancement), and ò
(the inhomogenous layer width) and their uncertainty (shaded blue region) inferred from the M1 TD map with the simulated noise and PSF added. The uncertainty
corresponds to the upper and lower values of the 95% conﬁdence interval. The left column corresponds to resolution R1 (R = 32 pixels) and the right column to a four
times lower resolution, R2 (R = 8 pixels).
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instability). This is motivated by recent advances in kink
oscillation observations (e.g., Goddard et al. 2016), modeling
(e.g., Howson et al. 2017; Pagano & De Moortel 2017), and
seismology (e.g., Long et al. 2017; Pascoe et al. 2017a). For
observational analysis and theoretical works that assume the
transverse structure is stationary it is important to determine if
the numerically and analytically modeled processes that cause
evolution of the loop’s transverse structure can be detected in
observations.
As discussed in previous studies, there are several short-
comings of the method used to infer the TDP of a coronal
structure from the observed intensity proﬁle. Since an
isothermal approximation is made, i.e., the temperature inside
and outside the loop is assumed to be equal, temperature
variation is detected as a variation of the density, due to a
variation of the instrumental response function. Any of the
plasma that emits at temperatures not covered by the chosen
AIA wavelength is not detected. The numerical data used
corresponds to a loop that is far from isothermal; however, in
Section 3, reasonable estimates for the density proﬁle are
obtained from the intensity proﬁle in the AIA ﬁlter that
corresponds to the core of the loop. Due to isothermal
approximation in our method, the radius (RL) and inhomoge-
neous layer width (ò) are underestimated by ≈10% and 20%
respectively.
Figure 8. Top: TD map for M2 at resolution R2. The overplotted green line
corresponds to the MAP value of the loop center position at each time. Middle
and bottom: ﬁnal intensity proﬁle for M2 at the original resolution and the same
at R2 with simulated noise and the PSF applied and the normalized posterior
probability for each point plotted in the background.
Figure 9. Time series of MAP values of RL/R, normalized A, and ò (black
points) and their uncertainty (shaded blue region) inferred from the M2 TD
map at R2.
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In Section 4, the effect that downsampling the resolution and
adding noise has on the ﬁnal intensity proﬁle of the loop was
highlighted. A resolution of approximately 20 points across the
loop, corresponding to a radius of RL = 3.5 Mm at AIA
resolution, is seen to mask the appearance of the intensity peaks
from the TWIKH rolls. This corresponds to the wider loops
observed with AIA and is therefore a best case scenario for
current observations. Evolution of the loop in the TD maps can
clearly be seen, as well as evolution of the density proﬁle
parameters inferred from the intensity proﬁle. The main
observational signatures when using Model L for the density
proﬁle are decreasing density enhancement (A), a widening
inhomogeneous layer (ò), a constant minor radius (RL), and
almost no visible transverse structuring. The visible decrease in
intensity (and in the inferred value of A) was also detected in
Antolin et al. (2017) and is due to the mixing of the internal and
external plasma. The widening of the inhomogeneous layer was
detected in Antolin et al. (2017) as an increase in the loop’s
minor radius. Strong oscillatory behavior is also seen in the
time series of the TDP parameters, due to the effect of the
oscillation itself on the TDP.
In Section 5, the effect of varying the width of the
inhomogeneous layer and increasing the oscillation amplitude
was investigated. The main difference in the former case was
the delayed onset of the KHI despite the increased efﬁciency of
the resonant absorption, as it takes longer for the sharp
Figure 10. Top: TD map for M3 at resolution R2. The overplotted green line
corresponds to the MAP value of the loop center position at each time. Middle
and bottom: ﬁnal intensity proﬁle for M3 at the original resolution and the same
at R2 with simulated noise and the PSF applied and the normalized posterior
probability for each point plotted in the background.
Figure 11. Time series of MAP values of RL/R, normalized A, and ò (black
points) and their uncertainty (shaded blue region) inferred from the M3 TD
map at R2.
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gradients in density and velocity to be generated. However, the
variation of the TDP parameters after this onset is stronger. The
larger amplitude quickened the onset of the KHI and caused
strong variation in the TDP of the loop, causing the appearance
of multiple strands, visible even at the lower resolution R2.
Both TD maps and time series for M2 and M3 are limited in
length due to the numerical stability, the observational
signatures are expected to be even stronger in reality. In
Pascoe et al. (2018), the evolution of the inferred TDP over
time for the analyzed loop is presented, ﬁnding that the
parameters showed some oscillatory behavior, but no strong
overall trend. However, this lack of KHI signatures could be
due to the low oscillation amplitude. Further examples should
be chosen and analyzed in the same manner. The study and
technique should also be extended to incorporate other EUV
wavelengths or data from other instruments. This method for
inferring the TDP is limited by the density proﬁle used. The
strong peaks in intensity generated in M3 meant that the
uncertainties on the inferred parameters became large, as they
cannot be modeled by Model L.
For observational searches of KHI in oscillating loops it will
be difﬁcult to observe the TWIKW rolls directly. This is in part
due to the unknown level of substructure within coronal loops.
It is often difﬁcult to determine if there are many threads within
a given coronal loop, or if they are spatially separated along the
line of sight (e.g., Peter et al. 2013; Brooks et al. 2016;
Aschwanden & Peter 2017). The results presented here can be
compared to observations of coronal loops that appear
homogeneous in a given EUV channel, and it should be noted
that a simple cool and dense loop model has been used. More
detailed analysis of the observable signatures of the KHI in
different observations was given in Antolin et al. (2017).
Further work should also be done in the context of the
numerical simulations performed. The time series for M2 and
M3 could be extended with additional numerical treatment.
Additionally, the effects of reconnection could be explored, due
to the turbulence induced by the TWIKH rolls, and the effect of
this on the observational signatures.
The changing width of the inhomogeneous layer highlighted
has implications for the damping of the kink mode, as well as
the seismology that is based on the damping behavior. It also
has implications for the spatial distribution of the energy
disposition. Detection of signiﬁcant evolution of coronal loop
parameters during oscillations would increase the need for the
inclusion of nonlinear effects in observational analysis and
theoretical modeling.
7. Summary
The development of KHI during kink oscillations causes a
widening of the loop’s inhomogeneous layer when approxi-
mated by a linear transition between the exterior and interior
density. This may be detected observationally by inferring the
density model parameters from the observed intensity proﬁle
using Bayesian inference. The main observational signatures
for an EUV channel corresponding to the loop core (for the
loop model considered here) are decreasing intensity, a
widening inhomogeneous layer, an unchanged radius, and
visible transverse structuring, depending on how well resolved
the loop is spatially. These effects occur slower for loops with
wider inhomogeneous layers and quicker for loops oscillating
at higher amplitudes. These later two cases should also result in
stronger observational signatures after the onset of the KHI,
and visible transverse structuring appearing as multiple strands.
A method to infer the TDP of coronal structures from the
observed transverse intensity proﬁle has been tested on
numerical data. Despite the isothermal approximation made
in the method, when applied to the nonisothermal loop in the
numerical data the minor radius and inhomogeneous layer
width were found to be underestimate by only ≈ 10% and 20%
respectively.
Future studies should search for the evolution of the TDP of
coronal loops in observational data. The potential effects of an
evolving TDP should also be considered in numerical and
analytical studies as well as in seismology. The method for
inferring the TDP of the loops should be extended to include a
transverse temperature structure, allowing observational studies
to be extended to multiple EUV channels.
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